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 Formal theories of rational choice suggest that information
 about the possible consequences of alternative actions will
 be sought and used only if the precision, relevance, and
 reliability of the information are compatible with its cost.
 Empirical studies of information in organizations portray a
 pattern that is hard to rationalize in such terms. In particular,
 organizations systematically gather more information than
 they use, yet continue to ask for more. We suggest that this
 behavior is a consequence of some ways in which organiza-
 tional settings for information use differ from those antici-
 pated in a simple decision-theory vision. In particular, the
 use of information is embedded in social normsthat make it
 highly symbolic. Some of the implications of such a pattern
 of information use are discussed.

 INTRODUCTION

 Organizations are consumers, managers, and purveyors of
 information. Rules for gathering, storing, communicating, and
 using information are essential elements of organizational
 operating procedures. The technologies associated with using
 and managing information are the bases for several major
 growth industries, most notably computing and consulting.
 Reputations for organizational intelligence are built on
 capabilities for securing, analyzing, and retrieving information in
 a timely and intelligent manner. This practical consciousness of
 the importance of information is mirrored by research intended
 to understand and improve the uses of information by human
 beings. Information-processing interpretations of cognition,
 economic theories of information, and cybernetic perspectives
 on adaptation all build on the idea that the processing of
 information is a vital aspect of human behavior.

 The study of information in organizations, like the study of
 choice with which it is often closely allied, involves a dialectic
 between students of information behavior on one hand and
 information engineers (or economists) on the other. Informa-
 tion engineers hope to design information systems with some
 clear elements of sensibility in them, or, in the best of all worlds,
 to design optimal systems (Kanter, 1972; Keen, 1977; Hender-
 son and Nutt, 1978). For students of behavior, the problem is to
 understand actual human encounters with information. They
 focus on such things as the ways in which individuals and
 organizations deal with information on environmental uncer-
 tainty and risk (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Janis and Mann,
 1977; Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein, 1977; Nisbett and
 Ross, 1980), the ways in which individuals and organizations
 initiate and discontinue search activities (March and Simon,
 1958; Cyert and March, 1963; Staw and Szwajkowski, 1975;
 Sabatier, 1978), and the ways in which organizational biases are
 reflected in information processing (Cyert, March, and Star-
 buck, 1961; Wilensky, 1967; Allen, 1969; Adelman, Stewart,
 and Hammond, 1975).

 The dialogue between information engineers and students of
 information processing is most direct when differences be-
 tween actual human behavior and apparently optimal informa-
 tion behavior are observed. Engineers characteristically seek to
 improve behavior, to instruct human actors in techniques for
 making better use of information. Students of information
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 behavior characteristically suspect that some strange human
 behavior may contain a coding of intelligence that is not
 adequately reflected in engineering models. This paper follows
 the lattertradition. It recounts some familiar observations about
 information in organizations that are difficult to make consistent
 with simple notions of the value of information in making
 decisions; and it attempts to identify ways in which the
 behavior might make sense if placed in a somewhat broader
 frame.

 INFORMATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHOICE

 The classic representation of organizational choice is a simple
 extension of decision-theory visions of individual choice. In
 particular, decisions are seen as derived from an estimate of
 uncertain consequences of possible actions and an estimate of
 uncertain future preferences for those consequences (Luce
 and Raiffa, 1957; Taylor, 1975). Both estimates are problemat-
 ic. They depend on information that is imperfect in a number of
 obvious ways. Organizations make explicit and implicit deci-
 sions about seeking and using information that might improve
 estimates of future consequences and future preferences.
 These decisions are, of course, also presumed to be based on
 estimates of the expected benefits and costs of particular
 information, information strategies, or information structures.

 Within this basic framework, search behavior, investments in
 information, and the management of information are driven by
 the desire to improve decisions. The value of information
 depends in a well-defined way on the information's relevance
 to the decision to be made, and on its precision, cost, and
 reliability. Information has value if it can be expected to affect
 choice. It is a good investment if its marginal expected return in
 improving decisions exceeds its marginal cost. The calculation
 of information value in a particular case is likely to be quite
 difficult. The framework, however, is simple and the idea is
 appealing (Raiffa, 1968; Marschak and Radner, 1972). This
 perspective on decision making leads to some simple expecta-
 tions for information utilization. For example, relevant informa-
 tion will be gathered and analyzed prior to decision making;
 information gathered for use in a decision will be used in making
 that decision; available information will be examined before
 more information is requested or gathered; needs for informa-
 tion will be determined priorto requesting information; informa-
 tion that is irrelevant to a decision will not be gathered.

 Studies of the uses of information in organizations, however,
 reveal a somewhat different picture. Organizations seem to
 deal with information in a different way from that anticipated
 from a simple reading of decision theory. The following three
 stories of decision making in organizations illustrate the con-
 trasts. These stories provide a contextual description of the
 relation between information and decision making. The three
 episodes are not exceptional. They are taken from studies by
 Merewitz and Sosnick (1971), Bower(1970), and Hagg (1977).
 Others could easily have been used. They include examples
 taken from private and public, profit and non-profit, American
 and foreign, and large and small organizations. None of the
 studies was primarily concerned with the information focus of
 the present paper. Rather, each study portrays a typical, minor
 example of the process of problem solving and decision making
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 Information as Signal and Symbol

 in an undramatic situation. The descriptions here are brief and
 incomplete, but we have tried to retain the flavor of the use of
 information reported in the original studies.

 Illustration Number 1: Supersonic Transport

 Consider decision making within the American national gov-
 ernment regarding governmental support for the development
 of a commercial supersonic aircraft (Merewitz and Sosnick,
 1971). In 1961, Congress appropriated funds for exploratory
 research on supersonic transports. Earlier studies had been
 commissioned by both the air force and the Federal Aviation
 Agency. These studies indicated that aircraft manufacturers
 were unlikely to undertake construction of a supersonic aircraft
 without government support. The FAA feasibility study com-
 missioned in 1960 was available in 1963. It found "no economic

 justification for the SST" (Merewitz and Sosnick, 1971: 252). In
 1963, after Pan American Airways took options on six Con-
 cordes (the British-French SST), President Kennedy committed
 the United States to developing a supersonic transport in
 partnership with private industry. By 1 966, construction of a
 prototype was underway. In 1967, the FAA found the super-
 sonic transport to be "viable as a public investment" (Merewitz
 and Sosnick, 1971: 254). The same year, Congress voted to
 continue prototype construction. In 1970, Congress rejected a
 $290 million appropriation for the project, finally approving (in
 1971) only $85 million. This meant an end to the development,
 at least for the near future.

 Illustration Number 2: A New Manufacturing Facility

 Consider this standard example of corporate planning and
 capital investment (Bower, 1970). The case involved a project
 that originally developed as a sideline at one plant of a manufac-
 turing company. As the project expanded, it outgrew existing
 facilities, and proposals were made either to expand the plant or
 to build a new facility for the project. Between February 1966
 and April 1967, repeated analyses and forecasts about the
 project were made. In April 1966, the project was losing more
 than had been forecast. The loss was attributed to low sales
 and high development costs. By October 1966 the project was
 showing increasingly poor operating results, lower than pre-
 dicted by the forecasts. This was interpreted as having been
 caused by marketing problems; no change in the project was
 considered. Initial proposals to modify an existing plant by
 building a new warehouse were expanded to include building a
 whole new facility as well. As the plans for capital investment
 went forward, estimates of the projected performance were
 adjusted downward several times to make the proposal more
 believable.

 Illustration Number 3: New Equipment

 Consider the post hoc review of a project involving buying and
 installing packaging equipment in the manufacturing depart-
 ment of a Swedish firm (Hagg, 1977). The projectwas seen as a
 way to reduce personnel and thereby avoid production delays
 attributable to absenteeism. The investment proposal was
 submitted and approved in September 1973. By mid-1974, the
 equipment had been bought and installed and was in operation.
 In December 1974, a review report was written. The review
 showed that the project had, in fact, reduced the number of
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 For example, Lindblom (1959); Wohlstetter
 (1962, 1965); Cyert and March (1963);
 Wilensky (1967); Olsen (1970); Allison
 (1971); Beneviste (1972); Cohen and
 March (1974); Eliasson (1974); Halperin
 (1974); Lucas and Dawson (1974); Stein-
 bruner (1974); Lynch (1975); Graham
 (1976); Kreiner (1976); Marchand Olsen
 (1976); Meltsner (1976); Tietenberg and
 Toureille (1976); Weiss (1977); Estler
 (1978); Sabatier (1978); Sproull, Weiner,
 and Wolf (1978); Clark and Shrode (1979);
 Krieger (1979).

 personnel by two. However, it also showed that the resetting
 times had been longer than expected and that installation
 problems had delayed the achievement of normal working
 conditions beyond the projected date. These problems pro-
 duced the types of delays that the reduction in the number of
 personnel was supposed to eliminate. No action was taken as a
 result of the review. Installation problems were attributed to
 "the supplier who had given wrong information and who had
 not supplied the needed expert service" (Hagg, 1977: 81), and
 the longer resetting times were seen as a result of inadequately
 trained mechanics. The review was seen as a good idea,
 nevertheless.

 These case studies show a relation between information and
 decision making that is rather distant from the one anticipated
 by classical conceptions drawn from decision theory. Consider-
 able information was gathered by the organizations involved in
 the decisions. Considerable information was sometimes volun-
 teered by other organizations. There was little systematic
 relation between the time of receiving the results of a study and
 the time of making a decision. There was no obvious consistent
 relation between the findings of studies and the decision made.
 Information was gathered. More information was sought.
 Information was considered. But the link between decisions
 and information was weak.

 Similar stories are told repeatedly in the research literature.
 Their number could be increased almost at will.1 The literature
 reports phenomena that can be summarized by six observa-
 tions about the gathering and use of information in organiza-
 tions. The observations are consistent with the research litera-
 ture yet close enough to personal experience to be almost
 self-evident: (1) Much of the information that is gathered and
 communicated by individuals and organizations has little deci-
 sion relevance. (2) Much of the information that is used to
 justify a decision is collected and interpreted after the decision
 has been made, or substantially made. (3) Much of the informa-
 tion gathered in response to requests for information is not
 considered in the making of decisions for which it was re-
 quested. (4) Regardless of the information available at the time
 a decision is first considered, more information is requested. (5)
 Complaints that an organization does not have enough informa-
 tion to make a decision occur while available information is
 ignored. (6) The relevance of the information provided in the
 decision-making process to the decision being made is less
 conspicuous than is the insistence on information. In short,
 most organizations and individuals often collect more informa-
 tion than they use or can reasonably expect to use in the making
 of decisions. At the same time, they appear to be constantly
 needing or requesting more information, or complaining about
 inadequacies in information.

 It is possible, on considering these phenomena, to conclude
 that organizations are systematically stupid. There is no ques-
 tion that organizational processes are sometimes misguided
 and that organizational procedures are sometimes incom-
 prehensibly inattentive to relevant information. Nevertheless, it
 is possible to try to discover why reasonably successful and
 reasonably adaptive organizations might exhibit the kinds of
 information behaviors that have been reported. Perhaps the
 stories of information perversity tell us less about the weak-
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 Information as Signal and Symbol

 nesses of organizations than about the limitations of our ideas
 about information.

 INFORMATION INCENTIVES, GOSSIP, AND MISREPRE-
 SENTATION

 There are several elementary instrumental reasons why infor-
 mation use in organizations deviates from a standard decision-
 theory vision. At the outset two relatively conventional explana-
 tions should be noted. First, organizations may be unable,
 because of organizational or human limitations, to process the
 information they have. They experience an information glut as a
 shortage. Indeed, it is possible that the overload contributes to
 the breakdown in processing capabilities (WohIstetter, 1962;
 Miller, 1977). The second explanation is that the information
 available to organizations is systematically the wrong kind of
 information. Limitations of analytical skill or coordination lead
 decision makers to collect information that cannot be used.
 Thus, although there is a great deal of information, there is not
 enough relevant information (Janis and Mann, 1977). These
 interpretations certainly have bases in what we know about the
 uses of information in organizations, but they seem to be
 limited by their implicit acceptance of the standard formulation
 of the decision problem in an organization.

 There are three other conspicuous features affecting the
 instrumental use of information in organizations. First, ordinary
 organizational procedures provide positive incentives for un-
 derestimating the costs of information relative to its benefits.
 Second, much of the information in an organization is gathered
 in a surveillance mode rather than in a decision mode. Third,
 much of the information used in organizational life is subject to
 strategic misrepresentation.

 Information Incentives

 Organizations provide incentives for gathering more informa-
 tion than is optimal from a strict decision perspective (Bobrow,
 1973; Handel, 1977; Chan, 1979). Consider, for example, two
 simple speculations about systematic bias in estimating the
 benefits and costs of information. First, the costs and benefits
 of information are not all incurred at the same place in the
 organization. Decisions about information are often made in
 parts of the organization that can transfer the costs to other
 parts of the organization while retaining the benefits. Suppose
 having too much information (i.e., having an information over-
 load) increases the risk of being unable either to comprehend
 the information or to use it effectively in a decision. Since the
 information-gathering functions are typically separated from
 the information-using functions of organizations, incentives are
 modest for gatherers to avoid overloading users. The user of
 information invites a bias by accepting responsibility for the
 utilization of information while delegating responsibility for its
 availability.

 Second, post hoc accountability is often required of both
 individual decision makers and organizations. An intelligent
 decision maker knows that a decision made in the face of
 uncertainty will almost always be different from the choice that
 would have been made if the future had been precisely and
 accurately predicted. As a consequence, a decision maker must
 anticipate two post hoc criticisms of information-gathering
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 behavior: (1) that the likelihoods of events that in fact sub-
 sequently occurred were, on the average, underestimated, and
 thus that less information about these events was secured than
 should have been; and (2) that the likelihoods of events that in
 fact subsequently did not occur were, on average, overesti-
 mated, and thus that more information about them was se-
 cured than should have been. If, as seems very likely, the first
 criticism is more likely to be voiced than the second, it is better
 from the decision maker's point of view to have information
 that is not needed than not to have information that might be
 needed. The asymmetry in post hoc assessment leads directly
 to an incentive for gathering too much information.

 Information as Surveillance

 Organizations, as well as individuals, collect gossip (Aguilar,
 1967; Mintzberg, 1972). They gather information that has no
 apparent immediate decision consequences. As a result, the
 information seems substantially worthless within a decision-
 theory perspective. The perspective is misleading. Instead of
 seeing an organization as seeking information in order to
 choose among given alternatives in terms of prior preferences,
 we can see an organization as monitoring its environment for
 surprises (or for reassurances that there are none). The sur-
 prises may be new alternatives, new possible preferences, or
 new significant changes in the world. The processes are more
 inductive than deductive. The analysis is more exploratory data
 analysis than estimation of unknown parameters or hypothesis
 testing.

 The surveillance metaphor suggests either a prior calculation of
 needed information or a kind of thermostatic linkage between
 observations and actions. In this metaphor, systems for surveil-
 lance are justified in terms of the expected decisions and
 environments to be faced. Systems for surveillance are con-
 nected to decision rules in such a way that the relatively long
 lead times required for information gathering can be linked to
 relatively short decision times. This vision, however, can easily
 become overly heroic if it presumes explicit calculations by the
 organization. Such calculations are made in organizations, but
 they do not seem to account for much of what we observe.
 Organizations gather gossip - news that might contain some-
 thing relevant but usually does not - in situations in which
 relevance cannot be specified precisely in advance.

 Strategic Information

 Many studies of human information processing involve situa-
 tions in which experimental subjects are asked to respond to
 information known by the experimenter to be reasonable,
 neutral information. Very few situations in the real world of
 organizations are of that sort. Most information that is gener-
 ated and processed in an organization is subject to misrepre-
 sentation. Information is gathered and communicated in a
 context of conflict of interest and with consciousness of
 potential decision consequences. Often information is pro-
 duced in order to persuade someone to do something. It is
 obvious that information can be an instrument of power, and
 substantial recent efforts to refine the economics of informa-
 tion and the economics of agency focus on managing the
 problems of strategic unreliability in information (Crozier, 1964;
 Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976; Hirschleifer and Riley, 1979).
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 For more general discussion of the role of
 symbols in decision making, see Edelman
 (1964, 1977); March and Olsen (1976);
 Pfeffer (1 980).

 Information as Signal and Symbol

 When strategic misrepresentation is common, the value of
 information to a decision maker is compromised. Strategic
 misrepresentation also stimulates the oversupply of informa-
 tion. Competition among contending liars turns persuasion into
 a contest in (mostly unreliable) information. If most received
 information is confounded by unknown misrepresentations
 reflecting a complicated game played under conditions of
 conflicting interests, a decision maker would be curiously
 unwise to consider information as though it were innocent. The
 modest analyses of simplified versions of this problem suggest
 the difficulty of devising incentive schemes that yield unam-
 biguously usable information (Mirrlees, 1976; Demski and
 Feltham, 1978). Yet organizations somehow survive and even
 succeed. Individuals develop rules for dealing with information
 under conditions of conflict. Decision makers discount much of
 the information that is generated. Not all information is ignored,
 however, and inferences are made. Decision makers learn not
 to trust overly clever people, and smart people learn not to be
 overly clever (March, 1979).

 The significant organizational incentives for gathering informa-
 tion, the gathering of information in a surveillance mode rather
 than a decision mode, and the strategic misrepresentation of
 information in organizations all contribute to the information
 phenomena that have been noted in organizations and provide
 reasons for decoupling information from decisions. Rational,
 sensible individuals in organizations, pursuing intelligent behav-
 ior, will often gather more information than would be expected
 in the absence of such considerations and will attend to
 information less. Such instrumental complications affecting
 information behavior in organizations are, however, not the only
 explanations for the anomalies we observe. In fact, they are
 probably less important than a more profound linkage between
 decision behavior and the normative context within which it
 occurs. Information is a symbol and a signal.

 INFORMATION AS SYMBOL AND SIGNAL

 Information as Symbol

 Organizational decisions allocate scarce resources and are
 thereby of considerable social and individual importance. But
 decision making in organizations is more important than the
 outcomes it produces. It is an arena for exercising social values,
 for displaying authority, and for exhibiting proper behavior and
 attitudes with respect to a central ideological construct of
 modern western civilization: the concept of intelligent choice.2
 Bureaucratic organizations are edifices built on ideas of ratio-
 nality. The cornerstones of rationality are values regarding
 decision making (Weber, 1947). There are no values closer to
 the core of western ideology than these ideas of intelligent
 choice, and there is no institution more prototypically commit-
 ted to the systematic application of information to decisions
 than the modern bureaucratic organization.

 The gathering of information provides a ritualistic assurance
 that appropriate attitudes about decision making exist. Within
 such a scenario of performance, information is not simply a
 basis for action. It is a representation of competence and a
 reaffirmation of social virtue. Command of information and
 information sources enhances perceived competence and in-
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 spires confidence. The belief that more information charac-
 terizes better decisions engenders a belief that having informa-
 tion, in itself, is good and that a person or organization with
 more information is better than a person or organization with
 less. Thus the gathering and use of information in an organiza-
 tion is part of the performance of a decision maker or an
 organization trying to make decisions intelligently in a situation
 in which the verification of intelligence is heavily procedural and
 normative. A good decision maker is one who makes decisions
 in the way a good decision maker does, and decision makers
 and organizations establish their legitimacy by their use of
 information.

 Observable features of information use become particularly
 important in this scenario. When there is no reliable alternative
 for assessing a decision maker's knowledge, visible aspects of
 information gathering and storage are used as implicit mea-
 sures of the quality and quantity of information possessed and
 used. For example, being the first to have information and
 having more and different information indicate the proximity of
 an individual or organization to important information sources.
 Similarly, the resources expended on gathering, processing,
 and displaying information indicate the quantity and quality of
 information an individual or organization is likely to have.
 Displaying information and being able to explain decisions or
 ideas in terms of information indicate an ability to use informa-
 tion easily and appropriately.

 These symbols of competence are simultaneously symbols of
 social efficacy, and they secure part of their justification there.
 Belief in the appropriateness of decisions, the process by
 which they are made, and the roles played by the various actors
 involved is a key part of a social structure. It is important not only
 to decision makers that they be viewed as legitimate; it is also
 vital to society. Ritual acknowledgement of important values
 celebrates a shared interpretation of reality (Berger and
 Luckman, 1966). Thus, requesting information and assembling
 it are ways of making social life meaningful and acceptable.

 Standard decision-theory views of choice seem to underesti-
 mate these symbolic importances of information and the use of
 information in decision making. Because the acts of seeking
 and using information in decisions have important symbolic
 value to the actors and to the society, individuals and organiza-
 tions will consistently gather more information than can be
 justified in conventional decision theory terms. Decisions are
 orchestrated so as to ensure that decision makers and observ-
 ers come to believe that the decisions are reasonable- or even
 intelligent. Using information, asking for information, and jus-
 tifying decisions in terms of information have all come to be
 significant ways in which we symbolize that the process is
 legitimate, that we are good decision makers, and that our
 organizations are well managed.

 Information as Signal

 When legitimacy is a necessary property of effective decisions,
 conspicuous consumption of information is a sensible strategy
 for decision makers. The strategy need not be chosen deliber-
 ately. It will accompany processes that work. Decisions that are
 viewed as legitimate will tend to be information-intensive.
 Decision makers who are persuasive in securing acceptance of
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 Information as Signal and Symbol

 decisions will request information, gather information, and cite
 information. The behavior is a representation of appropriate
 decision making.

 From this point of view, we can examine information gathering
 and requesting as the kind of signal familiar to the economics of
 information (Spence, 1974; Nelson, 1974; Meyer, 1979). It is
 possible that the signal is a valid one. This would be true if
 organizations that generally produce better decisions are also
 able to gather and exhibit information at lower cost than those
 who produce poorer decisions. Even if information contributes
 nothing directly to the quality of decisions, better decision
 makers would invest more in information, and decision-maker
 quality could be estimated accurately by monitoring information
 practice.

 A strategy of legitimation through the use of information
 cannot, however, be chosen at will. The arbitrary symbolic use
 of information is subject to limits imposed by competition for
 legitimacy and variations in the costs of exhibiting information
 consumption. Since organizations compete for legitimacy, no
 single organization can control its own relative reputation by its
 own actions, and the comparative positions of different organi-
 zations depend critically on differences in the costs to organiza-
 tions of maintaining an information posture.

 The price of securing information is the value of foregone
 opportunities. The cost calculation depends not only on the
 usual considerations of efficiency but also on the kinds of
 alternative investments that are available. If, for example, the
 quality of decisions is automatically reflected in costless per-
 formance measures, the net returns from further signaling
 would be negatively correlated with decision quality. As a result,
 the signal would not be a valid one. By this analysis, information
 use is more likely to be a valid signal when performance criteria
 are obscure than when they are clear. Indeed, when the
 intrinsic quality of decisions is exceptionally difficult to assess,
 the signaling process may itself affect quality. Suppose, for
 example, that belief in the legitimacy of a decision is encour-
 aged by the conspicuous utilization of information, and that the
 legitimacy of a decision, in turn, affects its implementation (an
 element of quality). Then those organizations that have rela-
 tively low signaling costs (or that for other reasons invest in
 information) will ultimately become better decision makers. The
 signal will, by this mechanism, become a valid one.

 When benefits from information use are approximately equal
 among organizations, and costs of maintaining an information
 system are less for good decision makers than for others,
 conspicuous consumption of information is neither organiza-
 tionally nor socially foolish. The behavior is an effective signal. It
 is, of course, possible that an alternative signaling system might
 be devised that would be less costly for organizations and for
 society and would still provide equally reliable information. In
 particular, a system that dampened the competition for legiti-
 macy homogeneously across organizations might be preferred.
 But the signal that exists appears to have some of the prop-
 erties associated with signaling validity and cannot be casually
 discarded.

 The information economics perspective is instructive, particu-

 larly in its focus on conditions for signal validity and stability in a
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 signaling system. But that perspective is not essential to an
 appreciation of the symbolic significance of information postur-
 ing. Reason, rationality, and intelligence are central values in
 modern industrial societies. Within such societies, life is
 choice; choice is appropriately informed when the best avail-
 able information about possible future consequences of pre-
 sent actions is sought. In a society committed to intelligent
 choice, requests for information and the gathering of informa-
 tion will generally be rewarded by observers; less systematic
 procedures are common, but they tend to be less reliably
 rewarded. Whether we think of simple learning, of some ideas
 about role-taking, or of socialization into basic values, we
 develop a similar conclusion. The pattern of information gather-
 ing and utilization that characterizes such a society must be as
 much a part of ordinary experience as the most elementary
 social values of honesty, autonomy, and self-reliance.

 THE DYNAMICS OF SYMBOLS

 This paper has presented some possible reasons for certain
 apparently peculiar information behavior in organizations. The
 reasons suggested above emphasize the strategic and sym-
 bolic incentives for gathering information. Such reasons are,
 however, only an introduction to understanding the process. In
 particular, there is no reason to assume that organizational
 behavior with respect to information is stable, that the process
 is in equilibrium. Consider, for example, the classic dynamics of
 symbolic life: I learn French to symbolize my commitment to a
 cultured life, but having learned French I discoverways in which
 it is useful; I buya carto symbolize my affluence, but having the
 car leads me to discover the pleasures of automobile travel; I
 work for a political candidate to symbolize civic duty and
 solidarity, but in the process I discover opportunities for political
 power. When organizations establish information systems,
 however symbolic or strategic the initial reasons may be, they
 create a dynamic that reveals new justifications as the organiza-
 tional process unfolds.

 The analytical problem is similar to the problem of understand-
 ing hypocrisy in individual behavior. The hypocrite presumably
 adopts the assertion of a value as a symbolic substitute for
 action. In the short run, hypocrisy is both a social acknowl-
 edgement of the importance of a value and an evasion of the
 value. In the long run, however, proclamation of social values,
 particularly when associated with opportunities for social ap-
 probation, changes the action. The changes are not necessarily
 intentional. It is not easy to be a stable hypocrite. Similarly, it is
 hard to find stable symbols or tactics in organizations. Each
 creates a dynamic by which it is transformed.

 At the individual level, symbols produce belief and belief
 stimulates the discovery of new realities. For example, suppose
 that individuals in organizations are inclined to attribute suc-
 cesses, but not failures, to factors they control (Davis and Davis,
 1972; Miller and Ross, 1975) and suppose that information-
 gathering decisions are something that successful decision
 makers feel they control. Then successful decision makers
 would come to believe that the information rituals they control
 are, in fact, important to decision making. If they then act to
 make information important to decision making, and discover
 new ways of making these tools indispensible, the circle is
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 Information as Signal and Symbol

 complete. Tactical uses of information are transformed into
 belief, and thence into functional necessity.

 The process at the organizational level is similar, though the
 mechanisms are slightly different. An example is the creation

 of a special office symbolizing a newly important value (e.g.,
 environmental protection, affirmative action). The office may
 have been established as a symbolic alternative to more
 substantial action (Edelman, 1964, 1977). New offices, how-
 ever, are not passive. Theyaffecttheirown functions. Consider
 the dynamics of flak-catching (Wolfe, 1970). Organizations
 create flak-catching offices -special offices to display their
 concern for outside complaints, pressures, and the like. But
 flak-catchers, who are commissioned to protect an organization
 from flak and to symbolize a commitment to deal appropriately
 with flak, quickly learn to enhance the importance of flak. The
 mechanisms are familiar. Partly, flak-catchers are chosen be-
 cause of some willingness to deal with outsiders, perhaps
 because of prior affinity to them. Partly, they learn from their
 association with outsiders to identify with them. Partly, they
 discover that their importance in the organizations depends on
 the existence of flak (Taylor, 1 980).

 These dynamics apply to almost any specialized function in an
 organization. Individuals and organizations gathering, storing,
 and analyzing information are likely to behave in this way.
 Organizational departments assigned information-processing
 responsibilities are unlikely to remain neutral with respect to the
 uses of information. Partly, people who gatherand use informa-
 tion will tend to be people who believe that information
 gathering is important. Individuals who discover they are good
 at solving problems using information will discover more ways
 for making it sensible to do so. Partly, people who gather and
 use information will associate with other information gatherers
 and users and will come to identify with them. As a class, they
 will generate belief in their importance. Partly, people who
 gather and use information will try to convince others of its
 importance as a natural way of ensuring their own importance.
 People who prepare reports are likely to try to persuade others
 to read them. Individuals who use information because it serves
 a particular purpose are likely to come to believe information is
 useful in a more general way. Individuals who request informa-
 tion are likely occasionally to find it useful, even to come to
 believe in the general utility of information gathering.

 Although it is easy to observe that arbitrary actions induce
 instrumental interpretations and become effective practical
 instruments under fairly general conditions, it is clear that the
 process does not always proceed rapidly and rarely goes to the
 limit. Exploring such dynamics significantly is beyond the scope
 of the present paper. These dynamics are, however, important
 to its spirit. We have tried to describe some ways in which
 apparently anomalous behavior is sensible and have explored
 particularly the symbolic significance of information use. In the
 process, we have suggested that simple decision-theory vi-
 sions of information and its value do not match the ways in
 which information is used in organizations as we observe them.
 The argument has been made in a form that might suggest a
 stable separation of symbolic and instrumental action. But
 organizations as we observe them are not stable. They change
 and they change in a way that weaves the symbolic and
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 instrumental aspects of life together, not in the sense that
 everything is both (though that is true enough) but in the sense
 that interpretations of life affect life. If there is substantial
 decision value in information, the present pattern of investment
 in information may be a good strategy for discovering that value.
 Symbolic investments in information are likely to convert to
 more instrumental investments.

 A strategy of using symbolic investments in information as an
 instrument of change is dependent on a corresponding ideol-
 ogy. The symbolic value of information is a function of the social
 norms of a society and of a belief in rational decision processes
 of a particular kind. It is not hard to imagine a society in which
 requests for information, and insistence on reports and
 analyses, would be signs of indecisiveness or lack of faith. Even
 within the rational traditions of the enlightenment, decision-
 theory perspectives on intelligence have competitors. Suppose
 that interpretations of decision making that emphasize loose
 coupling rather than organizational structure, ambiguity rather
 than precision, and limited rather than complete rationality
 succeed in changing the normal conception of organizational
 life. Then the symbolic value of information will be com-
 promised. Organizations will be less inclined to treat informa-
 tion gathering as a precious manifestation of their virtue.
 Information will be a less effective signal of their competence.

 CONCLUSION

 From a classical decision-theory point of view, information is
 gathered and used because it helps make a choice. Invest-
 ments in information are made up to the point at which marginal
 expected cost equals marginal expected return. Observations
 of organizations are not easy to reconcile with such a picture.
 Individuals and organizations invest in information and informa-

 tion systems, but their investments do not seem to make
 decision-theory sense. Organizational participants seem to find
 value in information that has no great decision relevance. They

 gather information and do not use it. Theyask for reports and do
 not read them. Theyact firstand receive requested information
 later.

 It is possible, on considering these phenomena, to conclude
 that organizations and the people in them lack intelligence. We
 prefer to be somewhat more cautious. We have argued that the
 information behavior observed in organizations is not, in gen-
 eral, perverse. We have suggested four broad explanations for
 the conspicuous over-consumption of information. First, or-
 ganizations provide incentives for gathering extra information.
 These incentives are buried in conventional rules for organizing
 (e.g., the division of labor between information gathering and
 information using) and for evaluating decisions. Second, much
 of the information in organizations is gathered and treated in a
 surveillance mode rather than a decision mode. Organizations
 scan the environment for surprises as much as they try to clarify
 uncertainties. Third, much of the information in organizations is
 subject to strategic misrepresentation. It is collected and used
 in a context that makes the innocence of information prob-
 lematic. Fourth, information use symbolizes a commitment to
 rational choice. Displaying the symbol reaffirms the importance
 of this social value and signals personal and organizational
 competence.
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 These factors seem important enough to affect organizational
 information behavior significantly. They can influence organiza-
 tional behavior through any of the usual mechanisms of
 adaptation. To some extent, individuals and organizations calcu-
 late the alternatives and decide to buy information (or use
 information). Such conscious decisions, if taken sensibly with
 knowledge of the factors we have discussed, will lead to an
 information strategy that is more like what is observed than
 what is expected from a simple model of information invest-
 ment. Even without conscious calculation, organizations will
 learn from experience to follow strategies that generate infor-
 mation without using it. Strategies developed from calculation
 or learning could spread through a population of organizations
 by imitation. Alternatively, some process of natural selection
 among procedural rules can be seen as selecting rules that
 encourage considerable investment in information. In such
 cases, the intelligence of the behavior is buried in the rules and
 is not easily retrieved (or expressed) by individuals within the
 organization. Learning, imitation, and selection tend to hide the
 intelligence of behavior within rules and rule-following. Under-
 standing fully the ways in which particular kinds of experience
 are coded into particular kinds of rules requires a precise
 specification of the adaptive mechanisms. For present pur-
 poses, however, all that is needed is to note that the factors
 identified here need not necessarily affect behavior by inducing
 incentives, conscious calculation, and intentionally strategic
 action. The mechanisms may be considerably more indirect
 than that, yet retain the same essential effect.

 These general ideas have some obvious research implications.
 The factors we have identified are not homogeneously relevant
 across organizations, decision situations, and time. We should
 observe some systematic variation in the information behavior
 of organizations and the individuals in them. That is not to say
 that the phenomena are limited to a small number of organiza-
 tions. On the contrary, they are very general. Nevertheless, we
 might expect investment in information to be particularly sensi-
 tive to variations in the symbolic requirements and signaling
 opportunities of the organization.

 The kinds of information behavior noted here should be more
 common in situations in which decision criteria are ambiguous
 than in situations in which they are clear, more common where
 performance measures are vague than where they are precise,
 more common when decision quality requires a long period to
 establish than when there is quick feedback, more common
 where the success of a decision depends on other decisions
 that cannot be predicted or controlled than where a decision can
 be evaluated autonomously, more common where other
 legitimating myths (e.g., tradition or faith) are not important
 than where they are, more common in institutions and occa-
 sions closely linked to rational ideologies than in those that are
 distant from such ideologies. Thus, we might reasonably
 predict that the phenomena are more conspicuous in policy
 making than in engineering, more conspicuous in the public
 sector than in the private, more conspicuous at the top of an
 organization than at the bottom, more conspicuous in business
 than in the church or family, more conspicuous in universities
 than in football teams. To list such speculations is not to claim
 thei r correctness. I ndeed, casual evidence seems unsupportive
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 of one or two of them. Nor is the present essay a good occasion
 for attempting to assess the ideas empirically. Such pleasures
 are left, in the grand tradition of such things, to the reader.

 A static analysis of information use, however, is likely to be
 misleading. The symbolic significance of any activity depends
 on the social norms within which it is undertaken. I nformation is
 significant symbolically because of a particular set of beliefs in a
 particular set of cultures. These beliefs include broad commit-
 ments to reason and to rational discourse, as well as to the
 modern variants that are more specifically linked to decision-
 theory perspectives on the nature of life. As social norms
 change, the relevance of information as a symbol, or signal,
 changes with them. At the same time, symbolic actions reveal
 more instrumental consequences. Like other behavior, sym-
 bolic behavior explores possible alternative interpretations of
 itself and creates its own necessity. Thus, it is possible that
 norms that are changing will be simultaneously losing symbolic
 significance and gaining instrumental importance. An elegant
 manifestation of the process would occur should values shift
 enough to leave information and information-based analysis as
 the true basis of organizational action that is legitimized by
 symbols of ambiguity and intuition.
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